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SECTION 1

SCOPE

1.1 Identification

This specification establishes the performance, development, test and qualification requirements of a computer program identified as the DDL to NDDL Translator. The DDL to NDDL Translator is one configuration item of the Integrated Information Support System (IISS) Common Data Model (CDM).

1.2 Functional Summary

This Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCI) is used to translate the Data Definition Language of a database management system to the Neutral Data Definition Language.
SECTION 2
DOCUMENTS

2.1 Reference Documents


[6] IBM, DATABASE 2 Reference release 1.0, December 1984, IBM.


2.2 Terms and Abbreviations

**Application Process: (AP)**, a cohesive unit of software that can be initiated as a unit to perform some function or functions.

**Common Data Model: (CDM)**, IISS subsystem that describes common data of an enterprise and includes conceptual, external and internal schemas and schema transformations.

**Common Data Model Administrator: (CDMA)**, the person or group of persons responsible for creating and maintaining an enterprise's Common Data Model. The CDMA manages the common data rather than managing applications that access data.

**Common Data Model Processor: (CDMP)**, a component of the Common Data Model subsystem which is the distributed database manager of the IISS.

**Conceptual Schema: (CS)**, the standard definition used for all data in the CDM. It is based on IDEF1 information modelling.

**External Schema: (ES)**, an application's view of the CDM's conceptual schema.

**Integrated Information Support System: (IISS)**, a computing environment used to investigate, demonstrate, test the concepts and produce application for information management and information integration in the context of Aerospace
Manufacturing. The IISS addresses the problems of integration of data resident on heterogeneous data bases supported by heterogeneous computers interconnected via a Local Area Network.

Internal Schema: (IS), the definition of the internal model, the storage structure definition, which specifies how the physical data are stored and how they can be accessed. It is represented in terms of the physical database components, including record types and inter-record relationships.

Neutral Data Definition Language: (NDDL), A language used to manipulate and populate information in the Common Data Model (CDM) or IISS System Database.

Neutral Data Manipulation Language: (NDML), A language developed by the IISS project to provide uniform access to common data, regardless of database manager or distribution criteria. It provides distributed retrieval, single node update, and non-guaranteed distributed update.

Presentation Schema: (PS), The totality of the form fields in an application which are targets of data derivative from the common data.
SECTION 3

REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Computer Program Definition

This system is to be used to accomplish the translation of the native Data Definition Language (DDL) for DATABASE 2 and TOTAL data base management systems into the IISS Neutral Data Definition Language (NDDL) for the creation of the internal schema (IS) specification for the Common Data Model (CDM). The translator consists of several translators, one for each DDL which must be translated to NDDL. Each translator differs only in its lexical analyzer and parser and to avoid confusion this document will refer to these translators collectively as "the translator".

3.1.1 System Capacities

The system capacities of the DDL to NDDL Translator have not been determined.

3.1.2 Interface Requirements

The input to the translator is constrained to agree with the DDL of the languages DATABASE 2 (SQL) and TOTAL DDL. The output of the translator is constrained to agree with the NDDL for specification of an IS to the CDM.

3.1.2.1 Interface Block Diagram

```
TOTAL DDL -->                      +-----------------------------+
DATABASE 2 SQL -->                | DDL to NDDL Translator |
                                 +-----------------------------+

NDDDL -->                         +-----------------------------+
                                    | NDDL Processor |
                                    +-----------------------------+
```

Figure 3-1 CDM IS Definitions

3.1.2.2 Detailed Interface Definition

The translator will take as input the DDL of either DATABASE 2 or TOTAL. The input is restricted to functions which pertain to initial database definition and not incremental changes. The grammar of each DBMS this translator accepts is listed in Appendices B and C.

The output of the translator is a source text of NDDL. The output source will be syntactically correct but may be semantically incomplete. Missing items will be flagged in the generated source by comments. Such things as the NTM host must be supplied by the user. The form interface to the NDDL
processor (another CPCI) allows the user stepwise refinement of the output NDDL. The grammar for the output of the translator is given in Appendix A.

3.2 Detailed Functional Requirements

The Translator function is to accept and process native DDL subsets which have NDDL equivalents.

3.2.1 Translating DDL Subsets

The Translator accepts the subset of the native DDL which pertains to initial database definition. While all of the subset is accepted only entities within the subset which have NDDL equivalents are translated (e.g.; defining a file of a database is translated but the type of disk drive is accepted and ignored).

3.2.1.1 Inputs

The translator checks the syntax of the input but assumes the semantics are correct for the appropriate DDL. The grammar accepted by the translator is given in Appendix A.

3.2.1.2 Processing

DDL subset statements are read in and recognized and an internal data structure is created and filled in with data. This data structure is common for all DDLs and supports a common NDDL output writer. The structure is illustrated in Figure 3-2. In the following picture a data structure is represented by a box with the name of the data structure above it. The arrows represent pointers to data structures. An arrow pointing to nothing indicates a pointer to another instance of the data structure.
Figure 3-2. NDDL Data Structure
The output of the translator is a subset of the NDDL which pertains to the definition of an IS for the CDM. The grammar for the output subset of NDDL is given in Appendix A. The output NDDL will be syntactically correct but may require user modification to be semantically acceptable to the NDDL processor. The translator will supply dummy default values for items not furnished by the DDL and notify the user of them.

After translation the CDMA may refine the generated NDDL. This could be performed using the interactive or batch mode NDDL processor and the translator issued modification requirements as a guide. The modification requirements are in the form of comments embedded in the generated NDDL. They immediately follow the entry to be modified. Their appearance is as follows:

/* MOD - message text */
3.3 Performance Requirements

3.3.1 Programming Methods

The DDL translator will require a parser. It is intended that a parser generator (namely YACC) be used to create a parser if the grammar is sufficiently complex (e.g. SQL). The interactive NDDL processor is used to refine the generated NDDL.

3.3.2 Program Organization

The program organization of the NDDL translator is subject to change as the design is refined. In general each native DDL will require a separate lexical analyzer and parser with some semantic procedures which fill out data structures as described in section 3.2. A code generator writes out NDDL from these data structures.

3.3.3 Modification Consideration

The NDDL translator makes use of languages which are documented in [4], [6], and [7] in Section 2. Modifications to any of these with respect to their database definition capabilities would require the modification of the translator.

3.4 Human Performance

Human performance requirements are not applicable to this computer program.

3.5 Data Base Requirements

Data base requirements are not required.

3.6 Adaptation Requirements

None.

3.7 Government-Furnished Property List

None.
4.1 Introduction and Definition

"Testing" is a systematic process that may be preplanned and explicitly stated. Test techniques and procedures may be defined in advance and a sequence of test steps may be specified. "Debugging" is the process of isolation and correction of the cause of an error.

"Antibugging" is defined as the philosophy of writing programs in such a way as to make bugs less likely to occur and when they do occur, to make them more noticeable to the programmer and the user. In other words, as much error checking as is practical and possible in each routine should be performed.

4.2 Computer Programing Test and Evaluation

The quality assurance provisions for test will consist of the normal testing techniques that are accomplished during the construction process. They consist of design and code walk-throughs, unit testing, and integration testing. These tests will be performed by the design team. Structured design, design walk-through and the incorporation of "antibugging" facilitate this testing by exposing and addressing problem areas before they become coded "bugs".

Tests will consist of inputting an example of each native DDL statement (DATABASE 2 as documented in appendix B and TOTAL DDL as documented in appendix C) to the translator and verifying that the output is correct by comparing it with the NDDL as documented in Appendix A. The generated NDDL will be submitted to the NDDL processor to check its syntax and semantics.
SECTION 5

PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

The implementation site for the constructed software will be the Integrated Information Support System (IISS) Test Bed site. The software associated with each CPCI release will be delivered on a media which is compatible with the IISS Test Bed. The release will be clearly identified and will include instructions on procedures to be followed for installation of the release. Integration with the other IISS CPCI's will be done on the IISS TEST BED on a scheduled basis.
SECTION 6

NOTES

Please refer to the Software Availability Bulletin, Volume III, Part 16, CI# SAB620326000, for current IISS software and documentation availability.
APPENDIX A

NDDL GRAMMAR

These are the NDDL commands that may be generated by the translator. Each command is listed for DATABASE 2 and TOTAL. Version 2.3 of NDDL is used. In the following a word that begins with a capital letter is a keyword and must be typed in exactly as it appears. An all lower case word is a name supplied by the user. A token which appears in braces {} indicates one must be selected. A token which appears in brackets [] indicates the token is optional. A token which is followed by an elipsis indicates the token may be repeated.

Define Database

DB2

- Define DB2 Database Named db_name On Host host_name;

Note: A modification requirement will be issued for the user to supply a host name.

TOTAL

- Define TOTAL Database Named db_name On Host host_name With Files file_name ... ;

Note: A modification requirement will be issued for the user to supply a host name.

Define Table

DB2

- Define Table table_id
  With Columns
    { column_name Datatype data_type_name } ... ;

Note: SQL data types will be translated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL</th>
<th>NDDL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALLINT</td>
<td>SMALLINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOAT</td>
<td>FLOAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECIMAL(n,m)</td>
<td>DECIMALnnn_mmm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAR(n)</td>
<td>CHARnnn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARCHAR(n)</td>
<td>VARCHARnnn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGVARCHAR</td>
<td>LONGVARCHAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-1
TOTAL

- Define Table table_id
  With Columns
    [level_no] column_name_1
    / Datatype data_type_name [Unique Key] \
    < Redefines column_name_2 
    \ Unknown >
    [level_no] Filler filler_size

... ;

Note: A modification requirement will be issued for each filler field to use a named field.

Define Set

DB2
- Not Applicable

TOTAL

- Define Set set_name
  From table_id1 to table_id2 ...
  Linked By column_name;

Note: column_name is from table_id1.

Describe

- Describe Comment On Of
  / Table Class table_id \
  < Column Class column_name />
  "string"
  ;
APPENDIX B

DATABASE 2 SYNTAX

The following are DATABASE 2 commands that could appear in a database definition. In the following a word that begins with a capital letter is a keyword and must be typed in exactly as it appears. An all lower case word is a name supplied by the user. An entity which appears in braces ( ) indicates one must be selected. An entity which appears in brackets [ ] indicates the entity is optional. An entity which is followed by an elipsis indicates the entity may be repeated. Note that several databases and tables may be defined in one source file.

Create Database (maps to NDDL Define Database)
Create Database db_name

Create Table (maps to NDDL Define Table)
Create Table table_id
   ( ( column_name data-type [ Not Null ] ) ,... )
   / In [ db_name. ] tablespace_name \,
   \ In Database db_name

Comment On (maps to NDDL Describe)
Comment On / Table table_id
   \ Column table_id.column_name /
   "string"

Commands that may appear in DDL.
Create Index
Create Stogroup
Create Synonym
Create Tablespace
Create View
Grant (privileges)
APPENDIX C

TOTAL DDL SYNTAX

The following are statements from the TOTAL DDL which could appear in a database definition. TOTAL is a fixed format line oriented language and could be parsed by little more than a lexical analyzer. Statements which map to NDDL are prefixed by a star. In the following a word that begins with a capital letter is a keyword and must be typed in exactly as it appears. An all lower case word is a name supplied by the user. A name of mmmm indicates a master table name. A name of vvvv indicates a variable table name. A token which appears in braces ( ) indicates one must be selected. A token which appears in brackets [ ] indicates the token is optional. A token which is followed by an elipsis indicates the token may be repeated. The notation ".pp." indicates a level number for a column (e.g. a COBOL record).

Note that one database and several master and variable tables may be defined in one file. All TOTAL data fields will be of the data type CHAR n (where n is the size in bytes of the field). A warning will be issued for the user to modify these fields. The data definition should not contain fillers, use the database definition which has all fields named. In variable records the RECORD CODE redefines the last data field in the BASE DATA section. In order to facilitate the redefinition the level number of a RECORD CODE field is one and that of following fields will be incremented by two. Link and key fields which have secondary names will have the secondary name treated as a redefinition of the field.

BEGIN-DATA-BASE-GENERATION:
OPTIONS: ...
LOGGING: ...
CTLX: ...
* DATA-BASE-NAME = xxxxxxxx ; Maps to NDDL Define Database
SHARE-IO: ...
IOAREA = ...
JCL = ...

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:
* DATA-SET-NAME = mmmm ; File of Define Database
IOAREA = xxxx

MASTER-DATA:
* [.pp.] mmmmROOT = 8 ; named data field
* [.pp.] mmmmCTRL = n ; named data, key field
* [[.pp.]] mmmmLKxx = 8 ; named data, link field
* [[.pp.]] xxxxxxxx [= n]] ; named data or unknown field
* [[.pp.]] *FILLER* = n] ; unnamed data field
END-DATA:
DS 620341410
30 September 1990

DEVICE = ...
ACCESS-METHOD = ...
TOTAL-LOGICAL-RECORD = ...
TOTAL-TRACKS = ...
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH = ...
LOGICAL-BLOCKS-PER-TRACK = ...
CONTROL-INTERVAL = ...
CONTROL-INTERVAL-SIZE = ...
DISK-EXTENTS = ...
DOS = ...
OLD-FILE = ...
END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:
DATA-SET-NAME = vvvv ; File of Define Database
IOAREA = ...

BEGIN-DATA:
BASE-DATA:
* [[.pp.] vvvvCODE = 2] ; named data field
* [.pp.] xxxxxxxxx = n [=mmmmCTRL]
* [[.pp.] *FILLER* = n] ; unnamed data field associated with key
* [.pp.] mmmmLKxx = 8 [=xxxxxxxx]
* RECORD-CODE = xx ; named redefines field
* [.pp.] xxxxxxxxx = n [=mmmmCTRL]
* [[.pp.] *FILLER* = n] ; unnamed data field
* [.pp.] mmmmLKxx = 8 [=xxxxxxxx]
END-DATA:

DEVICE = ...
ACCESS-METHOD = ...
TOTAL-LOGICAL-RECORD = ...
TOTAL-TRACKS = ...
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH = ...
LOGICAL-BLOCKS-PER-TRACK = ...
CONTROL-INTERVAL = ...
CONTROL-INTERVAL-SIZE = ...
DISK-EXTENTS = ...
DOS = ...
OLD-FILE = ...
END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

END-DATA-BASE-GENERATION: